
The easiest acceleration upgrade you can get.
The Sprint Booster power converter is an easy-to-
install, electronic device that eliminates the “throt-
tle lag” (delay in acceleration) common in cars with
Electronic Throttle Control (a.k.a. “drive by wire”).
It plugs in behind the accelerator pedal and modi-
fies the signal being sent to the ECM (engine con-
trol module), telling the engine it needs to respond
more quickly. You get crisp acceleration on tap,
whenever you want it, dramatically improving
response and your overall driving experience.
(In other words, “Yee-haw!”) It doesn’t increase
your BMW’s or MINI’s horsepower – it just
makes the engine more responsive.
You'll notice better off-the-line
acceleration, faster 1/4-mile
times, quicker acceleration
when passing and easier on-hill
starts. We tested it on several BMWs and MINIs here and
loved it! Apparently we’re not alone. Here’s what renowned
automotive photographer and writer Klaus Schnitzer wrote
to us after he installed a Sprint Booster in his 2004 325iT
last fall:

“… Very linear and more responsive than stock. This is how
the feel should have been from the factory. The driving 

sensation is very similar to BMW M throttle settings, 
minus the power. It makes for more involved and fluid 

driving. The only problem is that I now want to go faster!”
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NEW! Adjustable Sprint Booster lets you
select the level of performance upgrade. 

In this issue:
Caring for tires:
Inflation + rotation
= less aggravation.
(Saves money, too!)

Did you know that maintaining your
tires can save you hundreds of dollars
a year? All it takes is a couple of inex-
pensive tools and a couple of minutes
per week. See page 2…

Install it yourself in 10 minutes!
See how easy it is – watch the video
at www.BavAuto.com/SprintBooster.

NEW! Three performance levels to choose from.
Now most Sprint Boosters come with a switch you can

mount on or near your dash. Leave the button alone to drive
the car in stock mode; push it once
for Level 1 (a smooth acceleration
enhancement); push it again for Level
2 (an aggressive boost). Or you can
select the level you want, then discon-
nect the switch to drive in your pre-
ferred mode all the time. The cost of
the Sprint Booster is $299.95 with
free shipping. Purchase one by
February 28, 2010, and we’ll add a
$25 Bavarian Autosport savings cer-
tificate, good on any future purchase.
Try the Sprint Booster for 30 days –
if you don’t like it, you can return it for 
a full refund and keep the certificate.
You have nothing to lose except that
annoying throttle lag!

Light off = stock setting.
Green = level 1 (smooth).
Red = level 2 (aggressive).
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2 | shop online www.BavAuto.com Very simple installation. Relatively simple; your BMW may need to be raised.

If you’re going to make the effort to care for your
BMW’s or MINI’s tires, it makes sense to use accu-
rate gauges so you’re not wasting your time. Here
are our five favorites:

A. Precision tire pressure gauges. These gauges
feature brass fittings, built-in bleed valves and
rubberized armor for years of use. #H100X (with
hose) – $19.95; #S60X (no hose) – $12.95.

B. Bavarian Autosport digital pressure gauge. It’s
backlit so it’s easy to read, even in the dark. Built-
in LED flashlight helps you find valve stems at
night. Very accurate – displays in half-pound incre-
ments. Storage case included. #MS 4000 – $29.95

C. TireCheck “at a glance” pressure monitors.
They screw onto your tires’ valve stems and
change from green to red if the pressure drops by
2–3 psi. #KW44444 – $19.95 set of 4. 

D. Tread depth gauge. Measures remaining tread
in 1/32" increments. Color-coded indicator (green,
yellow, red) provides easy-to-see warning when
tread is no longer safe. #TD03C – $5.95

To help you achieve your ROI (return on inflation)
sooner, we’re taking 10% off every one of these
items. You can order by phone at 800.535.2002 or
visit our online store at www.BavAuto.com/specials.
Sale ends February 28, 2010.

How easy is this?!

Proper tire care: Get more miles from your tires… and more miles per gallon! 
Monitoring the condition of your tires is one of the least
sexy maintenance jobs you can do, yet it is one of the
most cost-effective. Tires that are not properly inflated
or rotated (regularly moved from one corner of your
vehicle to another) will cost you money in two ways:

1. You have to replace your tires more often. Over-
inflation, under-inflation and, to a lesser degree, lack of
rotation can all cause accelerated tire wear. So instead
of getting full mileage out of a set of tires, you might
get only half the expected tread life. These days, a
good set of new tires, mounted and balanced, will cost
you $400–1600 (depending on size and rating). If you
don’t maintain proper tire pressure and (where possi-
ble) rotate the tires, you can easily double that cost
because you have to replace them twice as often. 

2. You spend more at the gas pump. Under-infla-
tion also increases rolling resistance (friction), which
can reduce your miles per gallon (MPG) by as much as
4%. If your car gets 20 MPG and you travel 15,000
miles in a year, that’s 30 gallons of fuel.

One of the biggest culprits in accelerated tire wear is
over- or under-inflation. (The others are excessive nega-
tive camber, which we will address in the next issue of
Fast Times, worn suspension components and improp-
er suspension alignment. We discussed the suspension
issues in the Preventive Maintenance article in the
Spring 2009 issue, available at BavAuto.com/newslet-
ter.) While the tires may have been inflated to a specific
pressure when they were mounted, the tires will lose air
over time. (Note: When you buy a wheel & tire package
from us, since we don’t know the conditions in which
you will be driving, we inflate the tires to 32 psi. While
this is a good starting point, we recommend that you
follow the procedures listed here for maximum tire life.) 

Checking tire pressure & tread depth.
Monitoring your tires is quick and easy. All you need is
a reliable tire pressure gauge, a tire tread depth gauge
and a notebook (or PDA). Having your own air com-
pressor for inflating tires is handy but not essential. 
If you do not have an air compressor, you can use the
air pumps that are available at most gas stations.
(Warning: Do not rely on the pressure gauges at these
pumps – they can be off by as much as 20%.)

At the outset, it is best to set tire pressures to your
BMW’s or MINI’s recommendations, which are typically
found on the driver side door jamb (above). These rec-
ommended pressures are based on original equipment
tires and may not necessarily be the best pressures
for the tires that are on your car now or the conditions
under which you drive. The best pressure will be that
which allows the tread to wear evenly across the width
of the tire’s face. Here’s how to help achieve that:

1. Set up a tracking chart (below) in your notebook or
PDA to record the following: date of reading; vehicle
mileage; tire location (don’t forget the spare – see
page 6); tire pressure and tire tread depth in three
locations per tire: inner, middle, and outer.

2. Take pressure readings with the tires cold (i.e. in
the morning before driving, or at some point after the
vehicle has not been driven for a few hours; friction
causes tires to heat up, expanding the air inside and
increasing pressure). By using a cool tire as the “stan-
dard” you can be more accurate. If needed, increase or
decrease pressure to the recommended psi.

3. Use a depth gauge to
check tread depth between
the outer, middle and inner
tread blocks. Move 15-20"
around the tire and check
again. Record the average
for each area. Do this on
all tires except the spare.

4. Check the tire pressures at weekly intervals
(regardless of miles driven). If pressures are holding
steady, you can lengthen the interval between read-
ings. If pressure has gone down on any tire, add air
as needed and check the pressure more frequently.
Note: As ambient temperature changes (e.g. from win-
ter to spring), you may need to add or remove some air
in order to maintain your optimum pressures.

“If you don’t maintain proper tire

pressure and… rotate the tires, you

can easily double [your] cost…”

continued on page 6…

do-it-yourself

First rule of en-gauge-ment: have the right tools for the job.

A

B D

C

Date Mileage Position Pressure Inner tread Middle tread Outer tread

Left front 33.5 23/32 20/32 23/32

2/7/09 46,275 Left rear

Right front

Right rear

Spare
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Building a high-performance engine. 
Dear Bavarian Otto,
I have a 1985 325e with the 2.7-liter, 6-cylinder engine. I am looking to
build a high performance motor for this car. Any info would be appreciated. 
James W.
Otto replies:
There are many ways to improve upon the performance of your 325e. How
fast you can go depends on how much you’re willing to spend. While it is
possible to build a pretty hot "e" motor, it is costly to do so. Another
option might be to start with the engine from an 87 thru 91 325i. (Both
are called M20 engines.) First, let's look at the major differences between
the 2.7 engine from your 325e and a 2.5 engine from the 325i. 
- Crankshaft: 2.7 is longer stroke than 2.5 for added torque.
- Connecting rods: 2.5 are longer than 2.7, which decreases piston wear.
- Cylinder head: 2.5 has larger intake ports and intake/exhaust valves for 

higher RPM.
- Intake manifold: 2.5 has larger ports for better flow at higher RPM.
- Throttle body: 2.5 is larger for better flow at higher RPM.
- Air flow meter: 2.5 is larger for better flow at higher RPM.
– Redline: 2.7 redline is 4800; 2.5 is 6500 for more top-end HP. 
- Engine management system: 2.5 is designed for the higher RPM and HP.
Here are three options for building a more powerful M20. All of these
assume the use of performance headers, intake kit, adjustable fuel pressure
regulator, high-performance ignition wires and a performance chip.
1. Naturally aspirated, long stroke, 2.8-plus:
The hottest setup is to use the longer stroke 2.7 crankshaft or the 524td
crankshaft, which is the same as the 2.7 crank except that it is forged (if
super/turbocharging is planned, I would use the forged crank). Both the 2.7
and the 2.5 blocks are the same so you can use either one. Use the con-
necting rods from the 2.5 engine, which are longer than the 2.7 rods and
give a more desirable rod/stroke ratio and less cylinder wall side loading.
With this combination, custom forged pistons are required due to the longer
stroke of the crank and the longer rods (the piston pin must be mounted
higher in the piston); the pistons should be 1.0 mm oversize. Use the 325i
head with a good three-angle valve job and the complete fuel injection sys-
tem from the 325i. While this combo will work with a stock 325i camshaft,
a Schrick cam with longer duration and higher lift will fully capitalize on
the bottom end/head combination. (Note: you must have performance head-
ers and a PowerFlow intake to see the proper power gains.) Finally, all of
this will require a custom chip for the ECU (Engine Control Unit).

2. A cost-conscious 2.7 M20:
Do a stock freshening up of the 2.7 bottom end – bearings and rings (pis-
tons if desired or needed, depending on current wear). Install a freshly
rebuilt head from the "i" (do a three-angle valve job), along with the com-
plete intake and engine management system from the "i". First stage would
be to use the stock "i" cam. Second stage would be to use a Schrick
camshaft. The standard performance chip we offer would work well with
this combo (in the "i" ECU). This can be a very peppy 200+ hp engine.
3. A cost conscious 2.5 engine:
Similar to the 2.7 engine above, but using a complete 325i 2.5 engine. This
combo will rev quicker than the 2.7 above, but will not have quite as much
torque in the lower RPM. Again, this will produce around 200+ hp. A
higher revving 325i or built up 325e motor will benefit from lower gearing
in the differential in order to rev more freely. This would also come from a
325i (3.73:1). The engine management, fuel injection and intake system
from the 325i flows much more air than the "e" parts and really should be
used when looking at gaining higher horse power. Again, this leads back to
swapping in the complete engine and engine management from an "i" car.
Depending on which upgrade you choose, there are other potential mods
you may need to perform (e.g. swapping instrument clusters or ECUs).
Bavarian Autosport can provide everything you need except the complete
engines. If you have further questions or wish to place an order and get
this project going, feel free to contact us.

Stuck between a rock and a hood place. 
Dear Bavarian Otto,
The hood release cable on my 87 325i broke, but I can’t fix it without open-
ing the hood. How do I get out of this Catch 22?
Greg G.
Otto replies:
Sometimes a picture can
explain things better than
words. Take a look at this
image (right) – it should be
pretty self-explanatory, but
holler if you still have ques-
tions or can’t unlatch it.

call 800.535.2002 | 3Specific tools needed; repair experience recommended. Experienced technicians only.

from our tech team
ask “bavarian otto”

Over 200 years of BMW experience is just
a phone call or e–mail away.
If you add up all the years the enthusiasts at
Bavarian Autosport have been working on
BMWs and MINIs – and helping people like you
work on theirs – it totals well over 200 years.

That’s a lot of knowledge under one roof. And it’s
all yours for the asking. Have a question? Ask that

savvy, BMW and MINI enthusiast, “Bavarian Otto” –
just call 800.535.2002, e-mail Otto@BavAuto.com or

check out our new blog at blog.BavAuto.com

Tom Charpentier
In just a few weeks (March 3rd, to be precise), 
Tom will celebrate his 20th anniversary at Bavarian
Autosport. Over the years he has performed a vari-
ety of tasks here; he is currently in charge of order-
ing the thousands of parts we receive each week
from more than 200 different suppliers. Tom grew
up in a family of seven, which his father supported
by operating his own bakery for 35 years. “I have

eaten more sweets and pies than all of our employees combined,” declares
Tom, “and I have the dental records to prove it!” Always a go-getter, Tom had
a paper route from ages 11 to 16 and saved enough money ($5,000) for the
deposit on his first house, purchased at age 21. (Try that in today's market!)
Prior to joining Bavarian Autosport, Tom worked as a butcher and studied
computer science at McIntosh College. His hobbies include hunting, fishing,
tying flies, kayaking, cooking and almost anything that involves a chain saw.
Tom’s current ride is a 2001 330i but his favorite BMW is the E39 M5.B
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Left side grill on 3 series 84 thru 91. 
Insert flat-bladed screwdriver in slot
and twist clockwise to release latch.
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wheels and remount them so that the inside on one side of the car becomes the
outside on the other. We typically do not do this, but it can add significant life to
your tires by evening out wear caused by excessive camber. Again, we will discuss
ways to reduce tire wear caused by excessive camber in our Spring issue.

3. Is the design of the tire tread symmetrical
or asymmetrical? Symmetrical tread looks the
same on the left side as on the right side
(inner and outer blocks; figure 2). With asym-
metrical tread, the inner and outer blocks are
different because they’ve been optimized to
perform under certain conditions (figure 3).
Asymmetrical tires must be mounted with the
proper side facing outward (figure 4), but they
can be fully rotated, as long as they are not
also directional (figure 5). We often see direc-
tional tires that are mounted incorrectly.

5. Check tread depth again after about 500 miles. Have any of the depths changed
by a significant amount (1/32" or more)? If there is no significant change, keep the
pressure where it is and check tread depth again in another 500 miles. If you notice
that the inner and outer tread blocks are wearing faster than the center, the tire is
under-inflated and the pressure should be increased by 3 psi. If the center tread
blocks are wearing faster than the inner and outer blocks, the tire is over-inflated and
pressure should be reduced by 3 psi. (If you are finding grossly worn tire tread
caused by over- or under-inflation as described above, you may need to increase or
reduce pressure by more than 3 psi.) If you find the inner tread blocks are wearing
much faster than the outer blocks, this is likely caused by excessive negative cam-
ber. (The wheel is tilting too far inward at the top.) We will discuss this in the Spring
issue of Fast Times. Note: excessive wear of outer tread blocks from too much posi-
tive camber is highly unusual and would likely indicate an issue with your suspension.

Rotating Tires.
Tire rotation is designed to compensate for differences in wear between front and
rear wheels, and left versus right side of the car. BMW does not recommend tire
rotation: we, however, highly recommend it. Our experience tells us this extends tire
life and helps keep tread at a safer level on all of the tires. 

Rotations must be performed at regular intervals. Otherwise you can create wear
patterns on the front or rear tires that could then be detrimental once those tires
are moved to a new location. We recommend an interval as close to 5,000 miles as
you can manage, but certainly no longer than 10,000 miles. (You cannot rotate tires
too often.) A good rule of thumb is to rotate the tires when you change your oil. 

Before you rotate the tires on your BMW or MINI, consider a few points:

1. Are the tires all the same size? Check the size on the tire’s sidewall (figure 1). If
the tires are not all the same size (e.g.the rear tires are wider or taller than the front
tires), you will not be able to do a rotation between the front and rear tires.

2. Do the tires have a directional tread
pattern (designed to roll in one direction
only)? Check the tire sidewall for notes on
tire direction (figure 1). If the tires have a
directional tread pattern, you cannot do a
typical rotation that would move the
wheels between the left and right sides of the vehicle, as this would make the tire
roll in the opposite direction of the tread design. Note: If you have directional tires and
are determined to rotate them, you can pay someone to dismount the tires from the

6 | shop online www.BavAuto.com Very simple installation. Relatively simple; your BMW may need to be raised.

How easy is this?!

Don’t forget to check the spare tire!
Q. What’s worse than having a flat tire? 
A. Finding out that the spare is flat, too.
Drivers often forget to check the pressure of
the spare, or they find it’s a big hassle to
empty out the trunk. Check-a-Spare (#Z327)
fixes that. Simply screw this extension hose
onto your spare tire’s inflation valve and run the
other end out from under the trunk floor so you
can easily check the pressure and add air as
needed. Regularly priced at $9.95, now
through February 28 it’s just $8.95.

do-it-yourself (continued from page 2)

Figure 1

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 3Figure 2

Winner! 5 series 97 thru 03: Jason Rogers of Florida and his 1997 528i.
Upgrades and modifications include Bilstein Sport shocks, Eibach Pro-Kit per-
formance springs, Bavarian Autosport front stress bar, staggered 18" Beyern
Mesh wheels, Kumho SPT tires, Bavarian Autosport high-performance ignition
coils, K&N lifetime air filter, stainless steel brake lines, projector headlamps,
clear sidemarker and taillight lenses, and more.

For this photo, Jason won a $100 
Bavarian Autosport savings certificate. 

You could, too, but you can’t win if you don’t enter.
For more details, see page 5…

Lettering: "ROTATION    "

Size: "245/40R17" 

Lettering: "SIDE FACING OUTWARDS" 

Symmetrical
tread

patterns

Asymmetrical
tread

patterns

Directional
tread

pattern
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If you are going to rotate your tires yourself (which is relatively simple to do), you’re
going to need some tools to do the job safely and properly:

A. Jack stands. See the articles in the Winter 2008-2009 and Spring 2009
issues of Fast Times for more on the safe use of jack stands.

B. Lug wrench or 1/2"–drive breaker bar with socket
and 1/2"–drive extension (if needed). Shown above: our 17mm, non-marring socket.

C. Bentley repair manual. Shows best jacking points for your model,
and lists specific torque specs for wheel bolts/nuts.

D. Würth wire brush. Used to clean dirt, rust and corrosion from wheel
mounting hub and flange areas. Also great for cleaning brake calipers.

E. Lubro Moly anti-seize compound.
Used to prevent the hub flange from corroding and seizing to the wheel hub flange
hole. Coat the flange with a thin layer of the anti-seize compound.

F. Wheel Mates. Used to separate the aluminum wheel from the steel flat
mating surface of the brake rotor hat so they don’t corrode and seize together.

Optional: Floor jack. Faster and easier to use than your BMW’s or MINI’s
trunk jack. See Winter 2008-2009 issue of Fast Times.

Recommended: 1/2"–drive torque wrench. Used to tighten bolts
or nuts to proper torque. See applicable Bentley repair manual (C) for torque specs.

call 800.535.2002 | 7Specific tools needed; repair experience recommended. Experienced technicians only.

With our custom-fit Snowshade,
you may never have to scrape
your windshield again! Each
Snowshade is custom-cut to cover
every square inch of your wind-
shield – with no sloppy “hang-
overs” like those universal ver-
sions. To install, just lay it on the
glass under the wipers, open the
front doors and connect the anti-
wind/anti-theft strap inside the car. When you return to the car hours (or
days) later, just take it off, shake it off, roll it up and drive away. You’ll be
miles down the road while others are still scraping. Our custom-fit
Snowshade normally costs $39.95, but now through February 28, 2010,
we’ll take $5 off the price, making it $34.95. So let it snow, let it snow…

1. Full rotation. (This plan can
only be used if all of the tires
are the same size and are not
directional.) In a full rotation
plan, each tire ends up eventual-
ly being run at all four corners
of the vehicle and in both rota-
tional directions. This provides
the most even tread wear for all
tires. In this plan, you move the
rear tires directly forward and cross sides as you pull
the front tires to the rear. By the fourth rotation, every
tire has been at every corner of the vehicle. 

Front

Rear

2. Front-to-rear rotation. If our
tires are the same type and the
same size, but have a direc-
tional tread pattern, we cannot
move the tires to the opposite
side of the vehicle. Therefore,
we just move the front to rear
and rear to front, keeping the
tires on the same side of the
vehicle. While not as effective
as a full rotation, it does help to even out wear caused
by drive versus non-drive wheels, weight distribution
and differences in suspension components.

3. Side-to-side rotation. If the
front and rear tires are different
sizes, and they are not direc-
tional, we can rotate left side to
right side and vice versa, keep-
ing the fronts on the front and
the rears on the rear. This
helps compensate for uneven
wear caused by negative cam-
ber and alignment issues.

Remember: if the front and rear tires are different
sizes and are directional, no rotation is possible.

There are three general tire rotation plans that you can follow, depending on what tires you have on the vehicle:

Tire rotation options 

Front

Rear

Front

Rear

If you have any questions about these procedures, e–mail Otto@BavAuto.com or call 800.535.2002.

C

Let it snow, let it snow…

A

Make it easy on yourself with the right tools for the job.

B

F

D E
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